
Weekly Report  Excerpt(s) from Weekly report relating to NZ Steel deal 

8 May 2023  
We expect to brief you and other Ministers next week to seek approval to the first large-emitter 
partnership.  
 

 
 

1 May 2023  
We are preparing a briefing seeking final approval of the first large emitter partnership and will brief 
you shortly on next steps in advancing the second large-emitter partnership. 
 

 
 

24 April 2023  
Work on partnerships with large emitters is progressing well, and we are working with EECA and your 
office on materials to support the announcement of the first partnership.  
 

17 April 2023  
The first significant GIDI partnership with a very large emitter is tracking for a May 2023 
announcement. We expect to seek approval from you and other delegated Ministers to finalise the 
funding agreement in early May. 
 

3 April 2023  
The first significant GIDI partnership with a very large emitter is in final negotiations and is tracking for 
a May 2023 announcement. We are developing terms of reference for an officials' group to provide a 
forum for the recipient and government representatives to discuss matters relating to the 
decarbonisation investment. As agreed, you will sign off on the final terms of this deal with other 
delegated ministers. 
 

27 March 2023  
We are preparing for the next phase of work on the significant GIDI decarbonisation project by a large 
emitter on which you recently briefed Cabinet. We will continue to liaise with your office, EECA, MfE 



and (at the appropriate time) the recipient on a communications plan. We are developing a terms of 
reference for the officials’ group that will discuss any related policy or implementation issues with the 
recipient, and we will share this with you in due course. We envisage briefing you and the other 
Ministers delegated to approve the final deal in April. 
 

20 March 2023 On 13 March Cabinet approved your paper Engagement with very large emitters: investment package 
for significant decarbonisation proposal.  
We are preparing to support EECA through the next phase of negotiations, and developing a 
communications plan for the potential announcement, should negotiations conclude successfully. 
 

13 March 2023  
DEV considered the paper Engagement with very large emitters: investment package for significant 
decarbonisation proposal on 8 March 2023 and no changes were made. Cabinet will consider the 
paper on 13 March. We are preparing to support EECA through the next phase of negotiations, and 
developing a communications plan for the potential announcement, should negotiations conclude 
successfully. 
 

6 March 2023  
We provided your office with a final cabinet paper Engagement with very large emitters: investment 
package for significant decarbonisation proposal (briefing 2223-2787 refers). The paper will be 
considered at DEV on 8 March 2023 and Cabinet on 13 March 2023. 
 

27 February 2023  
The draft Cabinet Paper Engagement with very large emitters: investment package for significant 
decarbonisation proposal is in concurrent Ministerial and departmental consultation until 28 February. 
The paper is on track to be considered at DEV on 8 March and Cabinet on 13 March. 
 

20 February 2023  
You met with Hon James Shaw and Hon David Parker on 13 March 2023 to discuss a proposed 
decarbonisation investment agreement with a significant large emitter. We are preparing a Cabinet 
paper to progress the decisions from this meeting. 
 
 

12 December 2022  
MBIE, EECA and MfE have briefed you and the Minister for Climate Change on Engagement with 
Large Emitters on Significant Decarbonisation Projects [2223-2099 refers]. We are seeking your 
feedback on this briefing by 15 December. 
 

5 December 2022  



The GIDI Senior Officials Group met on 2 December to discuss the Partnerships Large Emitters 
workstream. MBIE, EECA and MfE will brief you and the Minister for Climate Change on a proposed 
approach to decision-making delegation for these types of GIDI funding agreements in the coming 
weeks. 
 

 


